Uniform and Attire Policy
(Updated 28 March 2016)

The uniform of the day is to be determined.

The uniform/attire for visits to the Pentagon is as follows:

USMC  Service B/C
USA  Service Class B
USN  Service Khaki
USAF  Service Uniform Blues
USCG  Tropical Blue/Winter Dress Blue
Civilian Men  Business suit or coat and tie.
Civilian Women  Business attire.

The uniform/attire for visits in the District of Columbia (e.g., Capitol Hill, State Department, Department of Homeland Security, and think tanks) is as follows:

USMC  Service A with barracks cover
USA  Army Service Uniform
USN  Summer White or Service Dress Blue
USAF  Service Dress
USCG  Service Dress Blue
Civilian Men  Business suit
Civilian Women  Business attire

The uniform/attire for inclement weather is:

USMC  Utilities
USA  ACU
USN  Working Uniform
USAF  ABU
USCG  Operational Dress
Civilian Men  Civilian Casual (slacks with open collar shirt. Casual or dress shoes)
Civilian Women  Civilian Casual (dress or slacks/skirt with blouse with sandals or flats)

The attire for Personal Study and Preparation Time (PSPT) while on campus is the same as civilian casual described above. Due to the official nature of the trips, the attire for field studies (to include liberty time) will be designated.
The uniform for the Marine Corps Ball is formal attire.

PT Attire
- PT gear, to include the service PT uniform, is not authorized in the exchange or other facilities aboard MCB Quantico.
- Runners and bikers aboard MCBQ must wear a reflective belt or vest from 1600-0800.
- Wearing headphones while running or biking on or along the road is prohibited.
- Shirts and bottom garments must be worn. Shirts must completely cover the midsection. Skin or undergarments should not be visible between the shirt and shorts/pants.
- Tank top type shirts are allowed but must be cut so that no portion of the pectoral or abdominal muscles are visible.
- Shorts must provide full coverage of the buttocks.
- Spandex type clothing is allowed provided that the fit is not indecent or in poor taste.
- Halter tops or strapless tops are not allowed.
- Clothing which is sexually or violently offensive, obscene or suggestive, promotes illegal activities, or depicts derogatory messages is not allowed.
- Wearing a sports bra as an outer garment is prohibited.
- Clothing that is see-through or revealing is not allowed.
- Head gear worn indoors is not allowed.